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EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION

Duracool® Refrigerants Inc. are the leading hydro-
carbon refrigerant on the market.

Duracool® consistently superior cooling capabilities
and boasts all the qualities of a product that is safe
and highly efficient

Duracool® is non-ozone depleting and non-global
warming.

OUR FORMULA NEVER CHANGES

Regardless of when or where you may have pur-
chased Duracool® Refrigerant, it always contains 
the proven formula, skillfully blended to ensure the
highest performance in your Air-Conditioning System.
With Duracool® "Our Formula Never Changes"
means just that.

NON CORROSIVE - WON'T HARM
AIR CONDITIONING COMPONENTS:

* Guaranteed in writing! 
* Millions of vehicles have been converted to hydro-

carbon refrigerants to date word wide. 
* System head pressures greatly reduced from R-

134a systems - similar to R-12 systems 

MUCH COOLER & MORE EFFICIENT!
VERY SIMPLE INSTALL! 

* Cools extremely better than R-134a - Cools mar-
ginally better than FREON 

* Up to 35% more efficient than R-134a - Moderately
more efficient than FREON 

VERY SIMPLE INSTALL! 

* Simple economical conversions of high/low screw
on fittings. 

* Compatible with mineral & synthetic oils including
Pag & Ester - No Oil Change Is Required! 

* No special equipment is required for installation.
Use your R-12 or R-134a equipment and tools 

* Requires only 40% of charge by weight of R-134a
and 35% of FREON R-12 

BETTER PERFORMANCE AND
SAFETY! 

* Duracool12a® contains a Trade Marked™ synthet-
ic friction fighter that enhances performances and
safety 

* Auto ignition of ~1635°F is ACTUALLY a higher
auto ignition than R134a which is 1328°F 

* Absolutely non-toxic - 100% natural organic product 

PRODUCT PACKAGING SIZES 

DURACOOL 12a® Refrigerants are available in three
packaging sizes. 

* 6 oz. cans (equivalent to 17 oz. R-12 / 15 oz. R-
134a) 

* 30 lb. cylinder (equivalent to 30lbs R-134a /
34.4lbs R-12) 

* 50 lb. cylinder (equivalent to 50lbs R-134a / 57lbs
R-12) 
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CHARGING INSTRUCTIONS

Using DURACOOL 12a® to replace R-134a is
extremely easy. DURACOOL 12a® is compatible
with both mineral and synthetic oils found in both
systems. You are able to use the oil that was origi-
nally installed in the system, mineral in old R-12 sys-
tems and synthetic oil in R-134a systems. We rec-
ommend that you use Duracool® A/C Oil Chill with
OEM approved U/V Leak Detection Dye. Additional
information on Duracool® A/C Oil Chill can be found
by clicking on the A/C Solutions link from the naviga-
tion bar at the top of this page.

To replace Freon with DURACOOL 12a® requires
the removal of all existing refrigerant. Charge the
DURACOOL 12a® using 35% of the original (Freon)
charge weight listed on the system tag. eg; system
tag calls for 40oz of Freon, use 14oz DURACOOL
12a®. Since DURACOOL 12a® is compatible with
the mineral oils there is no need to change or flush
your system. DURACOOL 12a® will work with the
existing components. Pull a vacuum to at least -10 in
hg. If a vacuum pump is not available be sure to use
Duracool® DuraDry™ to remove system moisture.

To replace R-134a with DURACOOL 12a® you must
remove all the existing R-134a. Charge the DURA-
COOL 12a® using 40% of the original (R-134a)
charge weight listed on the system tag. eg; system
tag calls for 40oz of R-134a, use 16oz DURACOOL
12a®. Since DURACOOL 12a® is compatible with
the synthetic oils there is no need to change or flush
your system. DURACOOL 12a® will work with the
existing components. Pull a vacuum to at least -10 in
hg. If a vacuum pump is not available be sure to use
Duracool® DuraDry™ to remove system moisture.

In Canada there are no requirements regarding the
conversion of Freon R-12 or R-134a to DURACOOL
12a®. 

In the United States the EPA requires that systems
using Freon or R-12 refrigerants must be retrofitted
to R-134a prior to the use of DURACOOL 12a® . 

CHARGING PROCEDURE

1. Recover any existing refrigerant charge into a suitable container, regulations vary by region and the recov-
ery of existing refrigerant may need to be completed by an authorized technician. Leak test the system, if a
leak is detected the system must be repaired prior to charging. DURACOOL 12a® is flammable and should
only be leak tested with an electronic hydrocarbon leak tester, soap bubbles or fluorescent tracer fluid. If
leaks are detected, ventilate the area, keep away from flames and repair the leak. After repair, continue with
the charging procedure. Pull a vacuum of at least 25 cm Hg (10 in Hg). If a vacuum pump is not available
be sure to use Duracool® DuraDry™ to remove system moisture.

2. Locate the low side service port of the AC system. Generally it will have a blue or a black cap (Do not con-
nect to high-pressure side. This may cause components to fail and cause bodily injury.)

3. Remove low side dust cap. Connect hose to system by pushing on to the male service port fitting; ensure
that the coupler fits snugly into place. The installation of a conversion service port fittings may be required
to permit connection.

4. Using only a device designed for the purpose, connect charging hose to the DURACOOL 12a® container.
Ensure that you are only charging liquid DURACOOL 12a® (invert the 6 oz. can) into the low side of sys-
tem.

5. After a minimum charge is achieved, start the compressor and set system to medium fan. When the com-
pressor cycles on and off about every 45 to 60 seconds stop the flow of refrigerant. Check the vent for cool-
ing. If cooling is inadequate or compressor is cycling excessively add small amounts of DURACOOL 12a®
by opening and closing valve handle. Low side pressures should read between 28 and 45 psi.

6. Do not overfill. Exercise patience and let the system operate for several minutes before adding refrigerant.

7. Apply refrigerant identification tag on dry area near installation port.

8. DO NOT OVERCHARGE! Exceeding 60 psi on low side may damage compressor. In some cases, clearing
the site glass overcharges the unit. Any overcharging may cause loss of cooling efficiency. 

When charging systems with DURACOOL 12a® the pressures will be the same for the low side as factory (
28 - 45 PSI) and about 5-10% lower on the high side than R-12 Freon and may be as much as 20 -30 %
lower on the high side for 
R-134a systems.


